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Blinded-Key Signatures: seuring private keys embedded inmobile agentsLuas de Carvalho Ferreira Riardo Dahab�AbstratIn this paper we present a new ryptographi primitive, the blinded-key signature,that allows the inlusion of private keys in autonomous mobile agents. This novelsignature sheme an be applied to several well known digital signature shemes, suhas RSA and ElGamal.1 IntrodutionMobile agent omputing is an inreasingly important paradigm, whih presents interestingnew seurity hallenges [Chess, 1998℄. Among these are the protetion of hosts againstmaliious agents and the protetion of agents against maliious hosts. While many solutionshave already been proposed and implemented for proteting hosts that exeute agents, itappears to be more di�ult to �nd pratial solutions to the problem of proteting agents.Speially of interest is the use of agents in eletroni ommere settings, in whih usersrelease autonomous agents to roam around virtual stores and �nd desired produts at a-eptable pries. In these environments it is desirable to automate the purhasing proess,allowing agents to perform tasks suh as seletion of items and issuing and signing pay-ment orders. Naturally, this poses a seurity threat to the private keys arried by suhautonomous agents. Traditional proxy signatures [Mambo et al., 1996℄ provide a solutionto this problem. Here we propose a new proxy signature sheme, the blinded-key signature,whih allows users to protet private keys embedded in mobile agents, while allowing agentsto seurely sign douments on behalf of their owners.Blinded-keys onsist of private keys that have been hidden in suh a way as to allow theexeution of the signature generation algorithm in an untrusted environment while keepingthe original private key seret. Signature veri�ation an be exeuted with the help of theinformation used to blind the key. This tehnique an yield powerful results when usedtogether with data hiding tehniques, espeially time-limited blak boxes[Hohl, 1998℄.In Setion 2, we present the arhiteture of our system, i.e., the main entities and in-terations among them. Setion 3 desribes the algorithms for blinding signature keys anddisusses seurity issues and Setion 4 disusses poliies that an be used in blinded-keysignature systems. Setion 5 extends the blinded-key signature framework to better protet�Instituto de Computação, Universidade Estadual de Campinas, 13081-970 Campinas, SP, Brazil1



Figure 1: Entities of a blinded-key signature senario.user privay. Related work and the omplementary tehnique of time-limited blak boxesare desribed in Setion 6 and a use example of blinded-keys is shown in Setion 7; Setion8 onludes the paper.2 The basi arhitetureIn this setion, we give an overall desription of the basi blinded-key signature senario.We �rst desribe the entities and then their interation. This desription �ts most modelsfor mobile agents, in that someone builds agents and releases them on a network in orderto ahieve some spei�ed goal. Agents are autonomous in the sense that they do not needto ontat their owners after they are released: they arry algorithms and rules that allowthem to at on their owner's behalf.The entitiesWe deal with four di�erent entities, as shown in Figure 1:Owner: the owner is the entity whih builds and on�gures the agents and spei�es theirmission, releasing them on the network to aomplish their job. The owner has a pairof publi/private keys that may be erti�ed by a Certi�ation Authority.Agents: are mobile piees of ode that will exeute some ation on behalf of their owners.An agent has a unique ID and arries a blinded key for signing agreements. If an agentsigns an agreement, its owner will be bound by its terms.Foreign Ageny: an ageny is a plae where agents an bind to and exeute their ode.The foreign ageny may be an agent-based marketplae, some entry point to a dis-tributed database, et. The foreign ageny is not trusted by the owner and may tryto disrupt an agent's behavior or have aess to the agent's internal state.Notary: is a Trusted Third Party (TTP) that will be responsible for verifying blinded-keysignatures and enforing agreements signed by agents. The notary may also ertifyowners' publi keys or exeute other TTP tasks suh as verifying owner paymentreords.The interationsWe show how these arhitetural entities interat by means of an example. Suppose Alie(owner) wants to send an agent to a virtual store (foreign ageny) with the purpose ofontrating the aquisition of a opy of the original RSA paper. The following steps areexeuted: 2



1. In order to prevent the store from having aess to its private key, Alie blinds it, usinga blinding fator, before inluding it in the agent. Alie also sets the agent's missionand spei�es the maximum prie of $10.2. Alie sends the notary a message ontaining a signed poliy desribing the kinds ofnegotiations and ontrats this agent is authorized to sign. Setion 4 disusses itemsthat may �gure in the poliies. The poliy itself must inlude both the agent's ID andthe blinding fator. This step and the next are pitured in Figure 1.3. Alie releases her agent whih will interat with the store in order to loate the RSApaper and to negotiate its prie.4. The agent signs a purhase or payment order for the paper using the blinded privatekey.5. The store ontats the notary and asks it to verify the signature and the purhaseor payment order with respet to the poliy spei�ed by Alie for this agent. Thestore aepts the order if the notary orretly veri�es the signature on it and the dealonforms to the owner's poliy.6. The store noti�es the agent and releases it to its next stop.3 Blinded-key signaturesTo prevent agenies from having aess to their private keys, owners will blind them beforeinlusion in their agents. In this setion, we �rst present the blinded-key signature shemefor the RSA system and then we generalize it to other signature methods. From this pointto the end of the paper, we onsider messages and signatures to be integers in the interval[0; n� 1℄, where n is the modulus used in the signature sheme.3.1 Blinded-key signatures using RSAReall that the publi and private keys of an RSA user are, respetively, (e; n) and (d; n) (orjust d), where: (i) n = pq, for p and q large prime numbers; (ii) e and d are integers suhthat ed � 1 (mod �(n)), for �(n) = (p � 1)(q � 1) and 1 � e; d � �(n) � 1. More aboutthe RSA an be found in [Rivest et al., 1978, Menezes et al., 1997℄.Blinding the key. To blind an RSA private exponent d, the owner exeutes Algorithm1, whih produes the private blinded exponent db. The blinded private key onsists of thepair (db; n) (or just db).Signing with the blinded key. Signature generation with blinded keys uses exatly thesame algorithm as signing with standard RSA keys. Given a message M and a blindedprivate key (db; n), a signature S is simplyS := Mdb mod n:3



Algorithm 1 Blinding an RSA private key.Given the private exponent d and �(n), ompute the private blinded exponent db as follows:1. Choose a random blinding fator b, an integer in [0; �(n) � 1℄.2. The blinded private exponent db is de�ned asdb := db mod �(n):Verifying a blinded-key signature. To verify a blinded-key signature S, the notaryexeutes Algorithm 3.Algorithm 2 Origibal RSA signature veri�ation.Given a message M , the orresponding signature S, the signer's publi key (e; n),1. ompute S1 :=Me mod n;2. Aept the signature if and only if S = S1.Algorithm 3 RSA blinded-key signature veri�ation.Given a message M , the orresponding signature S, the signer's publi key (e; n) and theprivate key's blinding fator b,1. ompute S1 := Se mod n and S2 := M b mod n;2. Aept the signature if and only if S1 = S2.Note that the veri�ation proess is orret sineS1 � Se �Mdbe �Mdbe �M b � S2 (mod n).3.2 Generalized blinded-key signaturesWe now generalize the blinded-key signatures and sketh how this sheme works for severalother signature methods.Basi assumptions. To be able to generalize blinded-key operations to other ryptosys-tems, we assume that the underlying signature method is based on arithmeti in yligroups of order n. 4



Blinding the key. The general proess for blinding the key generalizes to the proessused for the RSA. In the lak of a seret modulus suh as �(n), we use n as the modulus forthe blinding proess, whih is de�ned in Algorithm 4.Algorithm 4 General key-blinding proessGiven the private key a and a modulus n, ompute the blinded key as follows:1. Choose at random a blinding fator b 2 Z=nZ.2. The blinded key ab orresponding to a and y is de�ned as:ab � ab mod n:Simply put, blinding a key means hoosing a random blinding fator and omputing theprodut of the private key and the blinding fator modulo n. If the private key is omposedof many parts, as in the Feige-Fiat-Shamir signature sheme (see Setion 3.2.1), the blindingfator will also onsist of many parts and eah part of the blinded key orresponds to themodular produt of one key part with one of the parts of the blinding fator.Signing with the blinded key. The signature operation for blinded-key signatures on-sists of applying the same algorithm used for the original signature sheme using the blindedkey instead of the private key, as we have already shown for the RSA sheme.Verifying a blinded-key signature. The signature veri�ation step is highly dependentof the underlying signature sheme, and we will not try to de�ne it as a general algorithm.Rather, we desribe in algorithm 5 how this step an be derived from the orresponding stepfor the underlying signature sheme.Algorithm 5 De�ning the signature veri�ation step for blinded keys.Given a signature S and an algorithm f(a; S) whih de�nes the veri�ation step for theunderlying signature sheme, the signature veri�ation algorithm fb(ab; S) for blinded keysis de�ned as:1. De�ne f(a; S) as onsisting of two steps: a omputation g(a; S) = r and a test h(r; S),with the output of the veri�ation algorithm f being the result of the test h.2. Compute t = g(ab; S). If the signature sheme being adapted is suited to be used withblinded keys, t should be de�ned in terms of b, S, and of publi information (generalparameters of the signature sheme and the orresponding publi key).3. De�ne a new test funtion hb(t; S; b) that outputs true if and only if h(r; S) wouldoutput true. 5



3.2.1 Examples for other signature shemes.We now sketh how some other signature shemes may be adapted to the blinded-key sig-nature framework. We do not detail all operations, just the signature veri�ation step.The other steps for those signature shemes an easily be derived by the algorithms shownabove. For more detail on the signature shemes used in this setion, the reader is referredto [Menezes et al., 1997℄.ElGamal: In the ElGamal system, the private key is denoted a and the blinded keyab = a� b mod (p�2), where b 2 [0; p�2℄ is the blinding fator. The signature is omposedof two parts and denoted (r; s). The veri�ation step is shown in algorithm 7.Algorithm 6 Original ElGamal signature veri�ationGiven the siganture (r; s) and the publi key (p; �; y),1. ompute v1 = yrrs mod p and v2 = �h(m) mod p;2. Aept the signature if and only if v1 = v2.Algorithm 7 ElGamal veri�ation step for blinded-key signatures.Given the signature (r; s) and a publi key (p; �; y), the omputation step isv1 = ybrrs mod pv2 = �h(m) mod pwhere h(m) is a hash of the message that was signed.The test for this signature is v1 ?= v2:Digital Signature Standard (DSA) The US Digital Signature Standard (DSA) is avariant of the ElGamal system, in whih the private key is also denoted a and the signature(r; s). We will also denote the blinded key ab = a � b mod (q � 1); b 2 [0; q � 1℄ . Theveri�ation step is slightly di�erent, as shown in algorithm 9.Shnorr Shnorr signatures are another variant of the basi ElGamal Sheme. The privatekey is denoted a, the signature is (s; e) and the blinded key is ab = a� b mod q; b 2 Zq. Theveri�ation step is shown in algorithm 11.Feige-Fiat-Shamir This is an example of a signature sheme where the keys are omposedof several parts and this makes the blinding fator the be omposed of many parts also. Forinstane, the private key is omposed of k parts, where k is the number of bits of the output6



Algorithm 8 Original DSA veri�ation stepGiven a signature (r; s) and a publi key (p; q; �; y),1. ompute w = s�1 mod q,2. ompute u1 = w:h(m) mod q and u2 = rw mod q,3. ompute v = (�u1yu2 mod p) mod q,4. Aept the signature if and only if v = r.Algorithm 9 DSA veri�ation step for blinded-key signatures.Given a signature (r; s) and a publi key (p; q; � y), the omputation step isw = s�1 mod qu1 = w:h(m) mod qu2 = rw mod qv = (�u1ybu2 mod p) mod qwhere h(m) is a hash of the message being veri�ed.The test for this signature sheme is v ?= r:Algorithm 10 Original Shnorr veri�ation stepGiven a signature (s; e) and a publi key (p; q; �; y), exeute the following steps:1. ompute v = �sy�e mod p and e0 = h(mjjv);2. Aept the signature if and only if e0 = e.Algorithm 11 Shnorr veri�ation step for blinded-key signaturesGiven a signature (s; e) and a publi key (p; q; �; y), the omputation step isv = �sy�eb mod pe0 = h(mjjv)where h(m) is a hash of the message.The test step for this signature sheme is e0 ?= e:7



of the hash funtion to be used while signing, and is denoted (s1; s2; : : : ; sk), the blindingfator will be omposed of k di�erent random parts (b1; b2; : : : ; bk) and the blinded key willbe (sb1 ; sb2 ; : : : ; sbk) for sbi = si � bi mod n for i = 1; 2; : : : ; k and bi 2 Zn. The signature isomposed of two parts, namely (e; s). Algorithm 13 shows the adapted veri�ation step forthis signature sheme.Algorithm 12 Original Feige-Fiat-Shamir veri�ation proedureGiven a signature (e; s) and a publi key (v1; v2; : : : ; vk), exeute the following steps:1. Compute w = s2:Qkj=1 vejj mod n;2. Compute e0 = h(mjjw);3. Aept the signature if and only if e = e0.Algorithm 13 Feige-Fiat-Shamir veri�ation step for blinded-key signatures.Given a signature (e; s) and a publi key (v1; v2; : : : ; vk), the omputation step isw = s2 kYj=1 vejj mod nz = kYj=1 b2ejje0 = h(mjj(w:z�1)where h(�) is a hash funtion whose output is k bits long, ej is the j-th bit of e and m isthe message whih was signed.The test step for this signature sheme is e ?= e0:Guillou-Quisquater As the Feige-Fiat-Shamir, this is another example of signature shemesbased on identi�ation protools. For this sheme, the private key is denoted a and thesignature is omposed of two parts, namely (s; e). The blinded key is de�ned as ab =a� b mod n; b 2 Zn. The veri�ation step for this signature sheme is de�ned in Algorithm14.3.3 Seurity of blinded-key signaturesFirst, let us assume that the notary is trusted and does not misbehave. In this ase, themain threat omes from the foreign ageny trying to aess the agent's internal state andpossibly aquiring its blinded-key pair. This would allow the ageny to sign agreements on8



Given a signature (s; l) and a publi key (n; e; JA), exeute the following steps:1. Compute u = seJ lA mod n and l0 = h(mjju);2. Aept the signature if and only if l = l0.Algorithm 14 Guillou-Quisquater veri�ation step for blinded-key signatures.Given a signature (s; l) and a publi key (n; e; JA), the omputation step is de�ned asu = seJ lAy�el0 = h(mjju)where h(�) is a hash funtion.The test step for this signature sheme is l0 ?= l:behalf of the agent's owner but still would not enable the ageny to ompute the owner'sprivate key, as shown below. The risk to the owner posed by this threat is limited sine thekey is bound to a restriting poliy at the notary. The notary only onsiders valid thoseblinded-key signatures that abide by the poliy spei�ed for the key. So, in any ase, theageny an only use the blinded key to sign an agreement the agent ould have negotiatedhimself.Can the ageny determine the owner's private key? The ageny knows the blinded keyab = a � b mod n, where b and a are unknown. It is lear that solving this equation fory means guessing it, whih is at least as di�ult as guessing a itself. So we onlude thatbreaking the seurity of blinded-key signatures is, for the ageny alone, at least as di�ultas breaking the underlying ryptosystem by guessing a private key.Another onern for blinded keys is if routine use of the sheme would onvey maliiousagenies enough information to determine the user's private key. For this matter, an agenyor a ollusion of agenies an ollet a number of blinded keysab1 = a� b1ab2 = a� b2...abn = a� b3with b1 6= b2 6= : : : 6= bn. We will assume that n is large enough so the owner will never needto reuse a blinding fator. In fat, n is usually so big that, by the time the owner has usedall possible blinding fators, the underlying ryptosystem is no longer seure.However, if the owner ould use all possible blinding fators, the information availableto the ageny would be a random permutation of the integers in the interval [0; n℄. So, evenin this extreme ase, the ageny gains no information about the seret key a. If less than n9



di�erent values are used for b, then there is no information gain either.4 Poliies for blinded-key signaturesThe blinded-key signature sheme is highly dependent of the poliies used to limit key usage.We propose the use of poliies based on the following items:� validity time;� ageny;� number of signatures issued;� agreement ontents.In the following subsetions, we desribe the possible uses for eah of these riteria.4.1 Validity timeA simple poliy strategy is to de�ne a short time period where a blinded key an be used.This means that, when the user generates a new blinded key and registers its blinding fatorwith the notary, the user an state a time period in whih the ageny is allowed to aeptsignatures generated with the blinded key. The notary only onsiders valid those signatureswhih the ageny veri�es within this time period. Any signature the ageny tries to verifyafter the validity period is onsidered as not valid.To ahieve this, the notary must either keep a table of valid signatures or append asigned time-stamp to the signature before returning it to the ageny. If the notary is theentity that will proess and aept the signature, as in the example of Setion 7, the bestapproah is keeping a table. If the veri�ed signatures are to be forwarded to another party,signed time-stamps may be the best approah.Validity time based poliies an be very e�etive when used in onjuntion with time-limited blak boxes, whih are explained in Setion 6.4.2 Ageny restriting poliiesPoliies for blinded-key signature shemes an also restrit whih agenies are allowed topresent agreements signed with a ertain blinded key. This way, if the owner knows withwhih agenies the agent will be negotiating, it is possible to restrit the validity of blinded-key signatures output by the agent to those agenies. This preludes another ageny frominterepting the agent on the network and making it sign an undesired agreement.4.3 Number of signaturesAlso to limit the possible damage that an be done with a blinded key, the owner mayspeify how many valid signatures an be generated with a ertain blinded key. The notaryonly aepts as valid the n �rst signatures it veri�es, where n is the maximum number of10



signatures that an be generated with the given key. This poliy prevents an ageny fromgenerating more signatures than the user would permit or forwarding the agent to someuntrustworthy ageny in order to obtain some illiit gain.4.4 Contents of the agreementAnother limitation on the use of blinded keys an be put on the ontents of the agreement,for example, whih items an be bought are sold by signing with the given blinded key. Thisimplies that agreements must be built in a standardized format to allow the notary to verifyif their ontents �ts what the poliy mandates. Using ontent limitation for agreementsprevents agenies from foring agents to sign agreements di�erent from what the agentowner did speify in the agent's ode.5 Privay-preserving blinded-key signaturesBlinded-key signatures may also be used to protet the privay of the owner against theageny without hanging muh of the protool. Two levels of privay-preserving blinded-keysignatures may be provided. In the �rst level, the owner simply does not inlude its ownidenti�ation nor its publi key in the agent. All other steps are performed aording to theprotool in Setion 2, inluding the signature veri�ation step, in whih the ageny ontatsthe notary by sending only the agent's ID, used for fething the blinding fator from thenotary's database. In other words, as the protool does not allow the ageny to verify thesignatures by itself, there is no need to send any identi�ation of the owner to the ageny.The agent's ID will work as a pseudonym for its owner.A seond level of privay-preserving blinded-key signatures would allow the owner togenerate a new pseudonym for itself and binding it to the true identity. This way, theowner ould generate a new key pair and ID for eah agent or group of agents. Only thenotary would be able to link this pseudonym to the owner's real ID. To inrease the level ofanonymity, the pseudonym binding notary ould be separated from the notary responsiblefor storing blinding fators.6 Related WorkThis work is related to two di�erent areas of system seurity researh: variants of rypto-graphi signature shemes, inluding proxy signatures, and mobile agent seurity. The �rstarea deals with algorithms and protools that modify well known digital signature shemesto provide novel uses of the notion of signed messages. The seond area, mobile agent se-urity, is onerned with the seurity impliations of widespread adoption of mobile agentsystems.6.1 Variants of ryptographi signature shemesThis area of ryptographi researh inludes works as di�erent as Chaum's blind signatures[Chaum, 1982℄ or distributed key generation and signing of douments (see [Wu et al., 1999℄11



for an example of distributed signing and [Boneh and Franklin, 1997℄ for distributed keygeneration) as well as proxy signature shemes [Mambo et al., 1996℄.Our blinded-key signatures are a kind of proxy signatures, even if they do not ful�ll all theusual requirements for proxy signatures, even if they ful�ll the most important requirements.In traditional proxy signature shemes, it may be desired that even the original signer (theentity whose identity is being bound to the information being signed) an not generate fakeproxy signatures (signatures generated by the proxy). This makes no sense for blinded-keysignatures sine the agent owner ould exeute his own agents and have them sign anythinghe/she wants.Blinded-key signatures are also similar to Chaum's blind signatures as both use blindingfators to guarantee the serey of information. But whereas blind signatures are meant tooneal the ontents of the message being signed from the entity that applied its signature,blinded-key signatures oneal the signing key from the entity whih performs the signatureomputation. For more details on blind signatures and their appliations, see [Chaum, 1982℄.6.2 Blak boxes and mobile agent seurityIn [Chess, 1998℄, the author surveys the main seurity issues in systems with mobile ode,inluding mobile agents. Several aspets of host protetion against maliious agents arepresented, inluding authentiation, trust and seure languages. Results in proteting theagents against maliious hosts, whih is the problem we onsider here are also presented in[Chess, 1998℄.The main tools for proteting agents against maliious hosts use the onept of blakboxes [Hohl, 1998℄, whih guarantees that:� agent ode and data annot be read (in a meaningful way);� agent ode and data annot be modi�ed (in a meaningful way).Two approahes have been proposed to onstrut blak boxes: time limited blak-boxes[Hohl, 1998℄ and mobile ryptography [Sander and Tshudin, 1998℄, whih inludes omput-ing with enrypted funtions and omputing with enrypted data. Arguing that urrentryptographi methods to onstrut blak boxes are neither pratial nor general enough,[Hohl, 1998℄ proposes time limited blak-boxes, whih are based on ode and data obfus-ation tehniques. In Hohl's approah, blak boxes are valid only during a time interval,in whih the blak box properties remain valid. After the time validity expires, it must beguaranteed that future aess to its ontents has no unwanted e�ets. This preludes theinlusion of private keys in agents based on this tehnique.Two approahes have been proposed for implementing mobile ryptography. [Sander and Tshudin, 1998℄propose a sheme for enrypting mobile agents based on homomorphi ryptosystems, whihwould allow a remote host to exeute agents without being able to infer their ontents.[Cahin et al., 2000℄ onstrut a blak box system ombining oblivious transfer and seurefuntion evaluation. Both methods are di�ult to understand and to implement and anhardly be onsidered pratial.11In fat, the method of [Sander and Tshudin, 1998℄ is not pratial at all.12



6.3 Blinded-key signatures and time-limited blak-boxes as omplemen-tary solutionsCreating blak boxes from mobile agents would solve many of the problems that arise bythe exeution of agents in an untrusted environment. Unfortunately, urrent blak boxapproahes have important limitations: their are either not pratial or have a limited timespan. We fous then on time-limited blak-boxing tehniques and show how they an beombined with blinded-key signatures to inrease the overall seurity of mobile agents.The time-limited blak-boxes help in proteting the ontents of mobile agents duringtheir validity period, based on the di�ulty of reovering the original ode and data fromits obfusated form. After the expiration of the blak box, it annot be assumed that agentode or data have any kind of protetion against dislosure to maliious hosts. Hene, thismethod still does not allow the inlusion in agents of long-lived private information, suh asthe user's private key.Using a ombination of time-limited blak-boxes and blinded keys, i.e. by �rst blindingprivate keys, inserting them in agents and then reating a blak box with the agent, it ispossible to ahieve both protetion of the agent ode and data and allow the inlusion ofprivate keys in agents. In suh a setting, blak-boxing prevents the ageny from having aessto agent negotiating strategy through its ode, while blinded-key signatures allow agents toautonomously sign ontrats or payment orders on behalf of their owners, ahieving a goodombination of implementable seurity and �exibility. This implies that the poliy bound tothe blinded-key must have at least a validity period omponent as disussed in Setion 4.1.The notary would reord and aept as valid only those signatures that it veri�es withinthis validity period.7 Example use for blinded-key signaturesMobile agents are being inreasingly used for exeuting eletroni ommere transationsand, in order to be really autonomous, they need to be able to exeute payment trans-ations. Using blinded-key signatures, it is possible to adapt existing eletroni paymentsystems for use with mobile agents. In this setion, we sketh a simpli�ed aount-basedeletroni payment system, modeled after real-world systems and then show that blinded-keysignatures and blak-boxing an make it suitable to be used by mobile agents.7.1 A simpli�ed payment systemMost eletroni payment systems are based on the transfer of monetary value between a-ounts. More preisely, in those systems, the payer gives the payee some eletroni tokenthat authorizes the payee to request a fund transfer to the ontrolling entity for the paymentsystem. Usually those eletroni tokens are signed with the payer's private key and beforebeing sent to the payee.The usual steps for suh a payment system are:1. the payer generates the payment token, whih is often alled an eletroni hek.13



2. the payer sends the payment token to the payee.3. the payee sends the payment token to the bank, asking it to exeute the fund transfer.7.2 Adapting the simpli�ed payment system to mobile agentsUsing blinded key signatures, it is possible to adapt the simpli�ed payment system de-sribed in the previous setion to a mobile agent environment. To keep the example simple,we assume that both the owner and the ageny have asymmetri key pairs whih publiomponents are known to the notary. We also assume that the notary and the bank are thesame entity.In our example system agents are proteted by time-limited blak-boxing tehniques andblinded key poliies have both validity times, ageny restritions and an only be used one.In addition to those restritions, the poliy also states the maximum amount of paymentorders signed by the spei� blinded key and the kinds of items being negotiated.In these new settings, a payment transation is exeuted as follows:1. the owner reates an agent, blinds its private key and releases the agent on the network.2. the agent negotiates the items and agrees with the ontent of the payment order. Thepayment order must learly state the ageny and blinded key identi�ations, the itemsbeing purhased and their pries.3. the agent signs the payment order and hands it to the ageny.4. the ageny veri�es the payment order validity with the notary/bank, whih will exeutethe fund transfer if the payment order is valid.5. the ageny releases the agent and assures the items purhased are delivered. Thedelivery may be guaranteed by the system if the ageny is not redited for the purhaseuntil it an prove the items have been delivered.8 ConlusionWe presented a new ryptographi tehnique to be used in mobile agent systems alledblinded-key signatures. This sheme allows users to embed private keys in autonomousagents in a way that does not ompromise the serey of their private keys. Used in onjun-tion with blak-boxing tehniques, blinded-key signatures allow a good level of protetion ofagent ode and data against maliious hosts. Future work should involve appliations of thetehnique presented here suh as agent-based payment systems or ontrat signing poliies.Autonomous mobile agents will beome inreasingly important in eletroni ommeresettings as di�erent as PDA-based shopping and negotiation-based systems, suh as autionsor seurities trading. However, before mobile agents beome a prevalent tehnology, manyproblems related to their seurity must be addressed. Although many pratial advaneshave been made to protet remote hosts against maliious agents, the same is not truefor the protetion of agents against maliious hosts. Often believed to be unsolvable, this14
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